
Staveley and Copgrove Parish Council

Meeting to discuss proposed development in Staveley Village

Present:
Parish Councillor Kevin Atkinson (KA)
Parish Councillor Peter Edwards (PE)
Parish Councillor David Child   (DC)
Parish Councillor Bill Kirkpatrick (BK)

Cllr R Windass
Cllr N Duxbury

Clerk, Kathy Haw        (KH)

94 Members of the public

Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and handed over to David Child who summarised the position
from when the site was proposed for development in 2016 and offered some thoughts on the objections to
the development. He asked those present about the way they wanted to take this forward.

There was a unanimous agreement that a group be formed to take this forward and on a show of hands
everyone agreed they were against this proposal.

Nick Stringer introduced himself and said there was no reason why Staveley couldn’t fight this like Burton
Leonard successfully did. He asked everyone to get in touch with Harrogate BC planning and object. Need
to create a list of objections.
Burton Leonard hired outside expertise and it is likely Staveley will have to do the same so parishioners will
have to think about raising funds. Imperative that YWT it involved. Nick said Green Hammerton had put up
signs saying no to the proposal there, this costs money. This could be something that Staveley can do.

Barry Mortimer said the PC was created to avoid being trampled on by planning and it’s important that any
development is socially entertained and the scale of any development is key in not destroying the village.
It is understood that 40% was proposed to be social housing but that depends on profitability and likely to be
much less. Also need to understand what “social housing” actually means.

Cllr Windass encouraged everyone to visit the government planning site and seek out the NPPF and look to
see if there is a way to overturn the plans by David Wilson Homes (DWH). Need to show demonstrable
harm.
Roads – Highways dept will work with DWH 
Schools – if the proposal goes ahead NYCC would take money from DWH to expand schools.
Cllr Windass said that a representative from Staveley can attend the planning meeting and would have 3mins
to put forward a case of objections and so would a representative from DWH. If no demonstrable harm can
be proved then it is likely that the proposal will be approved.
Questions arose around “demonstrable  harm” and what it  actually constitutes.  Concerns about how 108
homes could enhance the local community.
If the planning application for 108 was successfully objected to it is likely that another application will be
lodged.
Cllr Windass reiterated that without demonstrable harm the application will go through.

Concerns were raised about local facilities, schools, medical practises, dental practises and hospital facilities
to support the many developments going on everywhere. Money known as 106 is for community use.
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The original local plan showed 0yr-5yrs zero houses and 5yr-10yrs up to 86 houses – however that local
plan  is  still  under  consultation  until  25th August  and  still  to  be  approved.  The  massive  building  and
development  in the area is  happening because the local  plan has still  to be agreed. Planning dept keep
changing their minds on how many houses are required.
Everyone was encouraged to log on to the council website and comment on the local plan.

A number agreed it is essential to get expert outside assistance to fight this but recognise this will cost
money.
The village needs to agree what is acceptable and it was agreed to set up a committee of 6 people to start a
campaign to stop this current proposal.

Nick Stringer agreed to head up this group and was joined by 
Sarah Whitworth, Tony Meeke, Gareth Taylor, David Smith and Colin Bell.

Another group will be created to look at a local village plan. Andy Sudron agreed to work with parishioners
to create this group.

As many email addresses had not been taken at the meeting it was agreed to do a letter drop to each house
asking them to contact Nick Stringer by email as this will keep costs of communications down.

Meeting closed @ 20:15
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